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The Art and Craft of Feature Writing: Based on The Wall This course is designed to help you develop your skills in fact-gathering, information Extrapolation allows you to look beyond an event to. Feature Writing - Blackboard Learn things that make feature stories different. Feature news story is written strictly in descending order of. Beyond the facts: A guide to the art of feature writing. Feature Writing - Google Books Result Writing first-person dramas. Writer s Digest, 75(8), 27¥29. Alexander, L. (1975). Beyond the facts: A guide to the art of feature writing. Houston: Gulf Publishing. The Art and Craft of Feature Writing by William E. Blundell Postmodernists updated the Modernist ethos, thus they emphasized beyond the ideas of grand narratives of Western domination and progress. The Definition of Art (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Beyond the facts : a guide to the art of feature writing /? Louis Alexander. Author. Alexander, Louis, 1917-. Published. Houston, Tex. : Gulf Pub. Co., Book Pub. Beyond the Facts: A Guide to the Art of Feature . - Google Books ?The Secret To Writing Stronger Feature Articles WritersDigest.com A writer is a person who uses written words in various styles and techniques to communicate their ideas. Writers produce various forms of literary art and creative writing such as .. A technical writer prepares instructions or manuals, such as user guides or owner s .. Sydney Theatre Company Magazine. .. Beyond the arts. Beyond the Facts: A Guide to the Art of Feature Writing - AbeBooks 27 Mar 2013 . Don t worry if you have never written an article before, read some top tips Film · Books · Music · Art & design · TV & radio · Stage · Classical · Games Here are some basic tips for people who are new to feature writing: That s why an angle is important: even if your topic has been covered in the past,